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Abstract— A secured data transmission by using cloud computing is a hot topic in a process of data transmission. In the fast process of data
transmission the digital data exchange through cloud computing play an important role in case of data storage and transmission. Cloud
computing solve many problems of use of peripheral devices handling, a peak load of data transmission, installing software, software uploads. In
that features develop a various encryption algorithms so that the information can exchange securely through the authenticated person for that
purpose develops a various algorithms include RSA, DES, 3DES and AES. In this paper study the data transmission algorithms with fastest
transfer and secured data storage by the survey of various encryption algorithms.
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I.
INTRODUCTION
In the present Scenario number of business communities
trading and banking transaction are used the public networks
&amp; demand for end-to- end to secured connections as
well as should be confidential, ensured data authentication,
accountability, confidentiality, integrity and measured show
of the availability of the networks [1]. The resources include
hardware, software firmware, information/ data and
communications in these transactions the security is the
main concern. Security is a mechanism in which information
and related services are protected from un-authorized
access, up gradations and hacking. In such transactions
cryptography is the main concern about the security. The
main aspects of the encryption are to guaranty the security
of the sensitive data or information. The encryption,
decryption algorithms performances and transmission on
plaintext. The various encryption algorithms are available
for the purpose information security. These encryption
algorithms are divided into two parts mainly symmetric and
asymmetric key. In the symmetric key encryption and
decryption for performing by the same key and in
asymmetric key encryption and decryption performing by
the different key. From that one is public key and other
private key. In short we can say that public key encryption
and all these key is a form of cryptosystem [2].

II.
PROBLEM STATEMENT
In Cryptographic algorithm i.e. symmetric and asymmetric
plays a vital role but the data access on Public, private,
hybrid and community cloud. In this case security of the
data is main goal. Suppose sender can send data to receiver
in these processes of sending a data some data may be loss
during sending or the attackers or hackers attacks on that
data. The main problem is to give the permission of
authorized users to access the secure data and not to the
unauthorized users and these data kept away from the third
party. For the point of security purpose cryptographic
techniques such as symmetric and asymmetric keys are used
and the data may be transmitted in the encrypted and
decrypted form.
III.
SECURITY ALGORITHMS
A. AES
AES stands for Advanced Encryption Standard and is a
symmetric encryption algorithm. AES developed by two
Belgian cryptographers Joan Doeman and Vincent Rljmen.
AES is used to protect sensitive information implemented
in hardware and software. It is suitable, suppose want to
encrypt a private text into decrypt able format [3], [4]. The
best example is, when demand to send sensitive
information in email. The decryption of this information is
possible if know the correct password. AES is six time
faster than triple DES. AES performs all its computations
on bytes than bits. The key length of AES is 128 bits.

Fig 1 Encryption-Decryption Flow
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encryption speed. Big service providers such as Google
mail, Yahoo mail etc. are used these algorithms for
security purpose due to its outstanding performance [9]. D.
3DES 3DES or triple DES is a symmetric-key block
cipher standard and is similar to DES. 3DES is slower as
compared to other process. The key size of 3DES is 192
bits with block size is 64 bit. 3DES performs 3 times
iterations of DES [10], [11].

Figure 2. Architecture of AES Algorithm
B. DES
DES means data encryption standard is a symmetric key
algorithm. DES uses the same key for encrypt and decrypt
the message and the same private key is well-known by
the one and other i.e. sender and receiver. DES takes 64bits of plain text as an input and produces 64-bits of cipher
text. The key length of DES is 56-bits and can be switch
any time [5], [6]. DES is insecure for many applications
due to 56-bit key size is too small. DES uses standard
arithmetic and logical operations on number of 64-bits and
implemented in late 1970s on hardware technology.

Figure 4. Classification of Encryption Mechanism
IV.
COMPARISION AES, DES, RSA & 3DES
The following table compared the different cryptographic
algorithms on the basis of performances given by the
algorithms. By comparing their speed, security and Cipher
form etc.
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Figure 3. Architecture of DES Algorithm
C. RSA
RSA is invented by Ron Rivest, Adi Shamir and Leonard
Adleman in 1978. RSA is asymmetric or public key
cryptographic algorithm. RSA is able to pillar encryption
and digital signatures. RSA used the variable size key and
encryption block [7], [8]. The main benefit of these
algorithm is to upgrade the security. RSA defict in
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V.
CONCLUSION
In this paper detailed study of encryption algorithm such as
AES, DES, 3DES and RSA. In order to provide the security
to the different networks and data we use the various
encryption algorithms. Here we can conclude the survey of
the existing work on encryption techniques and summarize
all the techniques for their different application. The
comparison for the most efficient algorithm in terms of
speed, throughput and efficient way to solve the problem of
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security. The comparison of various parameters used in the
encryption algorithm with list memory utilization and
reduction in exhibition time.
VI.
FUTURE ENHANCEMENT
Cloud computing accessible many new trends, like using
software that are not current on your computer, achieving
data from anywhere. One of the huge benefit of cloud
computing is virtualization, although can use cloud
computing accurately it grant reliable security. Cloud
computing provides enough storage area to its customer, and
provide security to data. There are various security
algorithms, still security of these algorithms can be split any
person. So it is very significant to make security of cloud
more vigorous.
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